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insulator-superconductor (SIS) tunnel junction
(fig. $2), known to be a sensitive microwave
detector and well established in astronomy
measurements (13). For low-voltage bias, the
gap (A) in the density of states prohibits tunneling of quasi-particles. However, for a bias
Vs~s, the absorption of a photon of energy
that exceeds (2A-eVms), can assist tunneling
(inset of Fig. 2B). This photon-assisted tunneling (PAT) current carries information on the
number and the frequency of photons reaching
the detector (14).
To validate our noise detection, we have
first measured on a Josephson junction (Jj)
for which the high-frequency fluctuations are
well known (Fig. 2A) (15). A Josephson
junction, biased such that ]eVjj[ < 2A, generates an alternating current (AC) of frequencyfjj = 2egjj/h (16, 17). The AC fluctuations are capacitively coupled to the detector
side, where voltage fluctuations build up
across the SIS junction. These electromagnetic fluctuations form microwave photons,
which can be absorbed by tunneling quasiparticles. The measured PAT current through
the SIS detector is shown in Fig. 2B (black
solid curve). A clear step in the current is
seen at Vs~s = 285 ~V. The derivative of this
curve is a measure of the noise spectral density. Thus the noise ofa Josephson junction is
indeed found to be narrow band and, in this
case, centered around (2A - eVs~s) = 32.5
GHz consistent with the expected frequency
fj~ = 33.8 aHz for Vj~ = 70
For a quantitative description, we consider an SIS junction subject to current fluctuations. The PAT current for a bias eVs~s < 2A
is given by (18)
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The electrical noise of mesoscopic devices can be strongly influenced by the
quantum motion of electrons. To probe this effect, we have measured the current
fluctuations at high frequency (5 to 90 gigahertz) using a superconductorinsulator-superconductor tunnel junction as an on-chip spectrum analyzer. By
coupling this frequency-resolved noise detector to a quantum device, we can
measure the high-frequency, nonsymmetrized noise as demonstrated for a
Josephson junction. The same scheme is used to detect the current fluctuations
arising from coherent charge oscil[ations in a two-level system, a superconducting charge qubit. A narrow band peak is observed in the spectral noise
density at the frequency of the coherent charge oscillations.

Electrical noise, or fluctuations in the current,
has proved to be a powerful tool to probe mesoscopic devices (1). At high frequency, it can
bear strong signatures of the dynanfics resulting
from quantum mechanics. One of the simplest
systems to study this effect is a two-level system
(TLS) with two coupled quantmn states, [0>
and I 1>, that can form a coherent superposition, a 10> + [3 II>, with c~ and [3 complex
ntunbers (Fig. 1A). If this TLS is forced into
state I 0> at time equal to zero, the probability,
PII> = 113 l=, to iliad the system in state 11>
oscillates in time with a frequency determined
by the coupling strength. This prediction (2) has
recently attracted much interest in the context of
quantum computation, where TLSs form the
physical realizations of the qubit building
blocks. To determine the state of the qubit, some
detection mechanism is needed. In the case of
solid-state devices, the qubit state is often measured by means of the value of an electrical
current (3). We are interested in the fluctuations
in the read-out current and how these are affected by the oscillating time evolution of a qubit.
The central idea is illustrated in Fig. 1, B
and C. Suppose an electron hops on a TLS
and initially occupies state 10>. Due to the
coupling between the two states (dashed arrow), PII> starts to oscillate. The electron
can leave the TLS toward the right only when
P 11 > is high. A new electron then repeats the
cycle. Thus, the outgoing current consists of
charge injections that preferentially occur
near odd integers times half the oscillation
period after the previous tunneling event
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(Fig. 1C). The fluctuations h~ the current still
bear this nonstochastic noise, and, instead of
the usual white noise spectrum, a narrow
band peak is expected at the frequency determined by the coupling strength.
The idea above is very general and theoretical predictions on narrow band noise exist
for Bloch oscillations in a double quantum
well (4), charge oscillations in superconducting (5) and semiconducting qubits (6), and
electron spin resonance oscillations (7). The
experimental detection is difficult as the frequency, f, of the coherent oscillations is typically in the GHz range in order to fulfill the
condition hf >> kBT, where k~3T is the thermal energy (8). We report a detection scheme
from which we obtain the frequency-resolved
spectral density of current noise in the range
of 5 to 90 GHz (9).
Our detection scheme follows the ideas of
(Vsls)=
I z(o~)l=
(10, 11): a quantum device is coupled on-chip
to a detector that converts the high-frequency
o
noise signal into a direct current (DC). The
S~( - o~ ) Is~s( Vs~s + hm/ e )
(1)
on-chip coupling provides a large frequency
bandwidth (-100 GHz), whereas the conver- where Is~s(Vms) is the SIS current without
sion to DC allows standard amplification of the noise, Z(~o) is the transimpedance [Z(~o) =
signal (12). Our detector is a superconductor- { Sv, s~s(O~)/S~(~o)} m, i.e., voltage fluctuations
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Fig. 1. (A) Energy diagram for a TLS with
parameters for a superconducting charge
qubit of charging energy Eo Q is the
qubit, charge. The charge states 10>
and I1> are coupled by the Josephson energy, Ej, causing the bending of
the dashed lines into the red solid
curves. (B) A particular case of current
flow via a TLS. (C) Schematic evolution of the probability to be in state
[1> as a function of time. The col[apses to the 10> state occur when
the TLS is emptied. For a superconducting charge, qubit the oscillations
have frequency Ej/h and the collapse
occurs by quasi-particle tunneling.

time
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at the detector divided by current fluctuations
from the source]. We emphasize that here the
spectral density Si(o~) corresponds to a nonsymmetrized noise correlator (10, 11, 19, 20).
Our SIS detector measures absorption of photons, which were emitted from the Josephson
junction. Because the SIS detector itself is
virtually noiseless for eVs~s < 2A, no emission from the detector occurs, and thus no
absorption takes place in the Josephson junction. Under these conditions, we only measure the spectral density at (as commonly
defined) negative frequencies, S~(-co) (21).
Equation 1 has been used to calculate
the dashed curve in Fig. 2B, assuming a
time-dependent current I(t)=Ic sin(2~r fjjt)
(or equivalently two delta-function noise
peaks at +fjj and -fsj)- Using this AC Josephson current and the equation in (18),
we recovered the standard equations for the
PAT current [e.g. equation 3.4 of (14)].
The value of Z(o0 at co = 27r fj~ has been
used as a fitting parameter in order to obtain good agreement with the experimental
black solid curve of Fig. 2B. We have
repeated this procedure for many different
frequencies and, thus, obtained Z((o) from
10 to 80 GHz (Fig. 3B). In this calculation,
only the noise peak at -fjj leads to a significant contribution to the PAT current (for

eVs~s < 2zX).

charge induced on the box. Because the decay
as the SIS detector and, therefore, is easy to
integrate on-chip (15). The two-levels, ] 0> is a stochastic process occurring around
and [ 1 >, correspond to N and N+ 1 Cooper odd multiples times half the oscillation pepairs in the box, which is controlled by the riod, the narrow-band noise is not a delta
gate voltage Vg (Fig. 4B, inset). The two peak as in the case of the AC Josephson
effect. Instead, a broad peak is expected on
levels are coupled by the Josephson energy,
Ej, as illustrated in Fig. 1A (3, 23). The top of a white shot noise background (5).
The sudden quasi-particle decay is realized
coherent charge oscillation corresponds to
one extra Cooper pair tunneling on and off for bias and gate voltages near the so-called
the box. When P I ~> is high, a sudden decay Josephson-QuasiParticle (JQP) peak (3).
to the 10> state can take place by quasi- The average number of coherent charge
particle tunneling out of the qubit. The oscillations is determined by the ratio E~/F,
resulting current is expected to have nar- where F is the decay rate for the two quasiparticles (24). In our device, the Josephson
row-band noise around a frequency f =
%/(4Ec(Q/e-1))a+Ej2/h (5), which describes the energy difference between the
A
two-levels in Fig. 1A. Ec =ea/2C~ is the
o
400’
charging energy, where C~ is the total capacitance of the island and Q = CgVg is the
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Biasing the Josephson junction, such that
eVj~ > 2A, turns on quasi-particle tunneling.
This tunneling is stochastic and gives rise to
approximately white shot noise (1, 22). The.
SIS detector current (red solid curve of Fig.
]0o
2B) now appears very different from the
narrow-band noise in the black solid curve.
0
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The dashed-dotted curve is calculated withVs~s ~uv)
out any fit parameter. We have simply inserted Z(o~) (i.e., the red line in Fig. 3B) and the Fig. 2. (A) Circuit with SIS detector capacitive[y
shot noise value, S~(o~)= eIj~ (22), in Eq. 1 coupled to a Josephson junction acting as a
noise source (15). Both sides are connected to
and obtained good agreement with the experroom temperature equipment via on-chip resisiment. Importantly, S~(~o) = eIjj corresponds tances, R ~ 2 k~Q made from p[atinium wires
to the nonsymmetrized noise value (the sym- (20 Fm by 0.1 Fm by 0.02 Ixm). The on-chip
metrized noise is the Poissonian value equal capacitances, Cc ~ 550 fF, have dimensions:
to 2eIj~). The fact that only eIj~ fits our data area is 80 Ixm by 10 Fm, and the silicon oxide
insulator thickness is 50 rim. The circuit is
demonstrates the first observation of nonsymmounted in a dilution refrigerator with base
metrized noise in electrical conductors.
10 inK. (B) The black solid curve
Figure 3A is a plot of the detector cur- temperature
shows measured PAT current through the SIS
rent versus Vjj. The narrow-band AC Jo- detector for Vji = 70 IxV. l/PAT =/s~s(V.) -- Isis
sephson noise and the white quasi-particle
(V,i = 0).] For the red solid curve, the Jo~ephson
noise are clearly distinguishable with a junction is DC biased (/jj = 100 hA), such
that quasi-particle tunneling generates the
transition at [ eVjj [ = 2A. Figure 3C shows
noise. Eq. 1 is used to fit the dashed line to the
that the quasi-particle noise depends linearly
black curve, obtaining Z(~), and to ca[cu[ate
on Ij~, confirming the white shot noise char- without fit parameters the dashed-dotted
acter of this regime. We fred that the resolu- curve. (Inset) Schematic energy diagram of PAT
tion of this noise measurement is 80 fA2/Hz, across an SIS junction. The curve is the bare
corresponding to an equivalent noise temper- /s s-Vsls characteristic (without noise), and the
Josephson branch s suppressed by a magnetic
ature of 3 mK on a 1 k~2 resistor.
due to the SQUID geometry of the detecTo demonstrate narrow-band noise from flux
tor, 2A = 420 IuceV. From the sample paramean electrically driven qubit, we have chosen ters, we calculated the transimpedance Z(~o) ~
the Cooper Pair Box (CPB) as a physical 900 ~Q. This is an overestimation because it
realization of the TLS. The CPB is fabri- neglects the stray capacitances, for instance,
cated with the same aluminum technology from the Pt wires to ground.
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Fig. 3. (A) PAT current (logarithmic scale)
versus Vjj and Vs~s. The right axis translates
Vs~s into frequency according to f = (2A eVs~s)/h. Zero current is black, and high
current is pink. The current scale can be
inferred from the black curve in Fig. 2B, which
was taken at the white dashed [ine. The
yellow line separates the region I VjjI < 2ZX/
e = 420 #V, dominated by emission from
the AC Josephson effect at frequency 2eV,/h
(indicated by the white diagonal line), ~hd
the region IvjjI > 420 ixV where shot noise
is generated. The white area near V,. = 0 is
not accessible, due to the Josephso~ branch
of the Josephson junction. The feature near
V = 0 I~V is due to the remainingJosephson
b~nch of the SIS detector. (B) Transimpedance, Z(co), versus frequency deduced from
fitting the PAT current generated by the AC
Josephson effect (C) Shot noise S~ versus/j.
5 (/j.) is deduced by scaling the dashed-dotted
curve of F~g. 2B to fit the PAT current for
different !jj (For /jj < 25 nA the Josepshon
junction ~i~is not reached its normal state
impedance, which causes the change in slope
near the origin.)
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junction has a superconducting quantum
interference device (SQUID) geometry allowing to tune Ej. Consequently, we can
explore both the coherent (Ej > F) and
incoherent (Ej < F) regime.
The CPB (Fig. 4, B and C) is coupled to
an SIS detector with the same on-chip circuitry as in Fig. 2 (fig. S1). First the CPB is
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Fig. 4. (A) PAT c~urrent for different positions on
the JQP peak, as indicated by arrows in the
inset. Colored curves correspond to samecolored arrows. The dashed line corresponds to
PAT current for Ej/F < 1. (Inset) Current versus
charge, Q, for the CBP on the JQP peak. (B) PAT
current after subtracting the PAT curve for
Q/e=1.3. The squares correspond to the VsB
value used for the dominant frequency determination. (Inset) Schematic picture of CPB. The
superconducting island is connected to a superconducting lead via a Josephson junction with
E tuneable by a magnetic flux c~. A resistive
junction (R, = 335 k~Q) with negligible Josephson coupling is connected to the lower lead.
A gate capacitance Cg is used to modify the
charge, Q = CgV&, on the island. (C) Dominant
frequency deduced from the PAT current for
two values of Ej. The solid lines are fits
2
to the expression ~/(4Ec(Qle-1))2 +E~/h.
The fit
parameter Ec = 100 I~V is slightly higher
than the measured charging energy. The arrows correspond to the points denoted on
the inset of (A). (Inset) Photo of CPB device
with Ec= 95 IzV deduced from Coulomb
blockade experiments.

7. L Martin, D. Mozyrsky, H. W. Jian& Phys. Rev. Lett. 90,
characterized independently, and the JQP
(2003).
peak is identified (Fig, 4A, inset). Figure 8. 018301
The condition hf > kaT is not required if the TLS is
4A shows measurements of the PAT curdecoupled from phonons such as in spin systems. See,
rent through the SIS detector for different
e.g., C. Durkan, M. E. Wei[and, AppL Phys. Lett. 80,
458 (2o02).
CPB gate voltages. The PAT current is
9. There have been few measurements of the highrather high on the left side (Q/e < 1) of the
frequency symmetrized current noise (27, 28).
JQP peak and small on the right side (Q/e 10. R. Aguado, L P. Kouwenhoven, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84,
1986 (2000).
> 1). This is attributed to the emission
R. J. 5choelkopf et aL, e-Print available at http://
character of the left side of the JQP peak 11. xxx.lanLgov/abs/cond-mat/0210247,
and references
versus absorption on the right (25). On the
therein.
absorption side (Q/e > 1), the small PAT 12. Usually the bandwidth is in the kHz to MHz
range, due to the long cabling between the low
signal is attributed to tunneling processes
temperature device and room temperature equipnot related to the coherent dynamics of the
ment and additional filtering against room temperCPB, leading to a background PAT current.
ature noise.
13, SiS detectors are sensitive up to frequencies -2A/h.
Indeed, because no energy is available
For aluminum junctions, which are used in this work,
flowing toward the CPB, the spectral denthis is around 100 GHz. Niobium junctions are used
sity of the current fluctuations on the abin astronomy and go up to THz.
sorption side is virtually zero.
14. J. Ft. Tucker, N, J. Fe[dman, Rev. Hod. Phys. 57, 1055
(1985).
On the left side, we observe more highThe description of the sample is detailed in the
frequency components when moving away 15. supporting
online material (SON) Text.
from the JQP peak center. To extract the noise 16. M. Tinkham, Introduction to Superconductivity
(McGraw-Hill, Singapore, ed. 2, 1996).
component related to the JQP process, we subtract the small PAT current at high Q (Fig. 4B). 17. The oscillation amplitude is the critical current,/~ =
~A/(2eRN), where RN iS the normal state resistance
We then determined the dominant frequency
(15), In our sample RN = 14.1 kD,; thus,/~ = 23 nA.
component from the Vs~s value where PAT 18. Equation 1 follows from
inserting eq. 5 ih (10) into
eq. 157 in (29). We obtain
became visible. (We checked the validity of
/pAT(V)
this determination of the dominant frequency
for the AC Josephson effect.) The Vsis values
converted to frequencies were plotted versus Q
(Fig. 4C). The dominant frequency dependence
on the charge on the CPB can be fttted by the
0
energy difference between the two-levels of the
eV
CPB (solid curves in Fig. 4C). We obtained a
charging energy slightly higher than expected.
+ d~ ~ Iz(~)l s,(4i£v,,,-~-)
The dominant frequency value for {2/e = 1 is
o
consistent with the value of Ej in this sample
+=
[Ej = 50 #eV = 12 GHz for maximum coupling (26)]. Changing Ej (by means of the flux
Iz(~)l s,(41(v~,~)
through the SQUID) changes the dominant frequency for Q/e = 1, as shown for the red data
points. For small values of Ej, the PAT signal
The first term corresponds to emission from the
device (co < 0), the second corresponds to absorption
becomes very weak and has a shot noise shape
(co > 0), and the third renormatizes the elastic cursimilar to the PAT curves for Q/e > 1 (Fig.
rent. For eVsl < 2A, only the first term is nonzero.
4A). Indeed, in this incoherent regime (I’ > 19. G. B. Lesovik,sR. Loosen, JETP Lett. 65, 295 (1997).
Ej), a dominant frequency from narrow-band 20. U. Gavish, Y. Levinson, Y. Imry, Phys. Rev. B 62,
R10637 (2000).
noise is not expected.
21. When eVs~s> 2% the SIS detector is sensitive to co >
We have demonstrated narrow-band, highO. In this case, the PAT is a small correction on a large
background current and difficult to measure.
frequency detection of nonsymmetrized noise.
speaking, the nonsymmetrized noise of a
The quantum noise from a charge qubit shows 22. Strictly
normal tunnel junction is not frequencya peak at the frequency of the coherent charge
independent. For eV > hf >> kT, one has S~(f) =
oscillation. The SIS detector is operated as an
el(l+hf/eV) (10), where the frequency f can be
negative or positive. The quasi-particle branch ocon-chip spectrum analyzer and is applicable for
curs for eV > 2A, which means that eV > hf and,
correlation measurements on a wide range of
consequently, that the frequency- dependent part of
electronic quantum devices.
Si(f) is negligible in our range of parameters. This has
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